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Investigations on the Slotted Iris Structure

H. Eschelbacher
Institut für Experimentelle Kernphysik der Technischen
Hochschule und des Kernforschungszentrums Karlsruhe

I. Introduction

The slott~d iris ~tructure has been proposed ana irtvestigated
by Giordan01 ) for use in proton linear accelerators. Extensive
mea~urements on this structure had been recently performed, so
that we have gained a rather good survey on the behaviour of the
slotted iris structure under geometrical variations2). From
these measurements we hope to work out a useful theory in order
to begin with computer calculations, especially for optimaliza
tion of the effective shunt impedance.

The models are built in the original size and investigated at
room temperature not taking into account how to make the struc
ture superconducting, which will be the final state of our work.

The first section of this paper reports the experimental
optimalization of the slotted iris structure. We looked for the
best shunt impedance with respect to geometrical parameters in
a wide range of ß = v/c, from ß = 0.35 to ß = 0.90. The second
part reports on the investigation of special geometries of the
coupling slots. It will be ShOWll, that the coupling coefficient
is strongly dependent on the slot angle, substantially more
than on the slot width.

In the last section measurements of field distributions in the
slotted iris structure will be given and the coupling in of the
rf-power will be discussed.
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11. Experimental Optimalization of the Slotted Iris Structure

1. Design of the Model

The slotted iris structure, which is shown in figure 1, was
intended to operate at 760 Mc in the rr-mode, because in the rr
mode there is maximum shunt impedance. In a cylindrical waveguide
the domi~ mode with axial electric field is the TM010 mode.
The boundary conditions give the lowest eigenvalue:

'2.. ~'"'o 5
D/2

(1 )

with D = diameter of the cavity.
This is only valid for a non-coupled isolated cavity. Since the
cavities in the structure (i.e. a chain of coupled ce11s) are
strongly coupled by the magnetic field, penetrating trough the
slots, which are cut in the walls between adjacent cells, the

rr-mode frequency f(rr) is lower than the O-mode frequency f§04'
The resonance frequency f(n) of the n-th mode is given by ,)

2f r"n)

{'(o)
-,

=

1 (2)

with k = coupling coefficient and N = total number of ce11s of
equal length L in the structure.
For the rr-mode (n=N) the phase shift between adjacent cells

i8 kL = rr and

+ 2.K
The

the
The

'-f f1f)

f2(O)
coupling coefficient K is then given experimentally by

width of the dispersion curve.
resonance frequency of the unperturbed, non-coupled isolated

cavity was chosen to oe f 1 = 800 Me, then a cavity diameter cf
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D = 288 mm results from equation (1). Without any drift tubes
(see ~ig. 3, 1=0) the O-mode frequency f(O)= 800 Me is just
identical to the frequency f 1 of the non-coupled isolated cavity
for all investigated slot widths. That means coupling is zero
in the O-mode and the O-mode frequency is given by Eg. (1).

f() r ..~2_. ...;.-.It-()~5__·· •~Co = T1 :;:;:-
J)/2

(4)

The second important parameter in the design of the stru~ture

has to be chosen in such a way that synchronism between the
velocity of the particles to be accelerated and the phase
velooity o'f 'the r:f...wave is obtained.

with ß li' v/c, i\.o = vaeuum wavelength corresponding to f(n)'
Ag = wavelength in the guide. Thus for the n-mode (neN) we
obtain the condition

(6)

2. Variation of Geometrical Parameters

The influence of geometrical parameters was investigated for
three different gell lengths:

'"<j"

TJ/j = 98.8 mm (ß=0.5) corresponding to 145 MeV proton energy
I

L 2 = 135.0 mm (ß=0.7) II Tl 370 MeV Tl II

L 3 = 17(3·0 mm (ß=0.9) II II 1200 MeV II I!

\.7'c:.,T ''1", . ',::ijf.; "~je"~ ", '>"~~:: ·;'t ,,~._ " ~I_

The cavity and drift tube diameters were kept constant for all

measurements (D =(:2E3,ßmm1;:d'~ ~5 mm and beam hole diam. = 1?5mm).
The length of the(d~iit tube'~' t~as varied from a minimum value

1=0 t.o a m9Ximum 1=117.2 mm. Slot ,width. (SW) aTld s;J..ot angle (SB)
. - ,. ."',i;::" r',:'<,~ ,.. ,": .....: .. -:,' , . . ' ., " ',' .:, ," , \. -::_

were cllC3.nged accord::Lng to the mimbers given in tab1e :r (see
\·-,i : - . '..,:.i,~' ' , '~l- '

?-!J3pFig. 1).,
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Table I

The following measurements were performed with models consisting
of three or six cells, respectively.

a) resonance frequencies for all modes
b) Q-values fc: all modes
c) effective shunt impedance for the rr-mode

The coupling coefficient was calculated by equation (3) from the

measurements of frequency.

3~ ,F:~rim.ental ~rran~~m.ent

We used a crystal controlied tf-generator (accuracy 10-
8 ) and

a microampere meter to indicate the resonanCe maximum. The
experimental set~up isshown in Fig. 2. For all measurements the
position of the coupling loop feeding rf-power (20 mW) into the
structure was fixed. Very loose coupling was arranged in order
to have minimum perturbation by the 100ps. Thus the ratio 1/S\o,TR

was constant at a value of about O~.:O1 (SWJ:1 Standing Wave Ratio).

a) l1eäSurementof the Q-value'~

The aSUEeJ1lontsof th~ Q-val~eVJerebased
The out;ut' ~oitage 0 the rf-.genei-ator' (jVat . was extre;';"

mely stabilized and in' addltion'to' t11;a;tQontrolle'doy'apower
m.eter~E3in~e the~oupling Ofpower into the structure vJas quite
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weak, the measured loaded QL was nearly identical with the

unloaded Qo . For this undercoupled case the following
relation is valid.

0 0 = (1 + ~/SYJR) QL (7)

Thus no correction of the directly measured Q-values was
necessary. The accuracy of the Q-measurements was about

+ 0.6 %. The Q-value of each geometry was measured three times
and the average value had been taken. The reproducability was
± 1 %._

b) Measurement of the effective shunt impedance Zeff
Zeff = Z T2 (with T = Transit time factor) was measured
according to the weIl known method introduced by Slater5).

The experimental set-up is also shown in Fig. 2. The brass

bead (0 8mm) and the Nylon thread (0 0.8mm) were the same for
all measurements. Yet the error of the measured resonance
frequency shift 6. f is about + 0.5 kHz, which corresponds to

an error in the calculated Zeff/Q of about 2.0 %. This is
due to the uncertainty in finding the resonance maximum,

because the Q-values are rather low in our demountable models,
machined of brasse Measurements of the frequency deviation

produced by the bead with a simple lock-in-oscillator were

not successful, because no correct rf-phase properties could
be achieved. Thus the shunt impedance infered from those mea

surements is about 25 %too low.

The coupling coefficient K derived from Eq. (3) can casily

bB determined experimentally.

K ::;:; (92. pA ).. j' "J 2-
. "te - tll , LJ, fv

(8)

From other approximative considerations folIows, that K is
proportional to the ratio of energy which contributes coupling,
to the whole stored rf-energy in the cavity. This will be

discussed later.
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d) Scaling prbcedtire

In order to have at a giveh frequeney 60mparable figures of Q

and Zeff/Q sealing is necessary, beeause each geometrieal
variation of the eell, for instanee drift tube length, eell
length or slot size results in a shift of the resonanee
frequeney of the mode. The direetly measured Q-values were

sealed to 760 Me by multiplying by the square root of Cf /760).TI
In addition they are multiplied by a faetor of two, due to the
different eonduetivity of brass and eopper.

In o~der to find the opti~um shunt impedanee with respeet to
the drift tube length, the drift tube length is varied in
several stops at constant eell length L. Thus the frequeney
is varied, resulting in different values of ß (Eq. 6). On the
other hand all tanks of the linae should be exeited with only
one exeitation frequeney. In order to bring the frequeney of
eaeh eell to the same value we eould have ehanged some other
geometrieal parameters simultaneously, for instance the eell
length or the cell diameter. We did not do this experimentally,
but deduced it from the experimental results utilizing the
frequeney dependenee of the parameters. Thus, it 8eem8 to be
useful to interprete thisvariation of frequeney as different
values of ß.

The measured shunt impedance Zeff/Q was sealed by a faetor of
760/f • In the normal eondueting state Zeff/Q is proportional
+.~ T TI ~ 7 "t" 1 t f1/2V~ ~ an_ ~eff lS propor lona 0 .

4. Experimental Results

All experimental results are shown in the following figures.
Figure 3 shows the measured dispersion eurve for a strueture
eonsisting of 3 eells (2 half eells at eaeh end) for different
drift tube lengths and slot widths. The ealeulation of the
dispersion eurves aeeording to Eq. 2 is in very good agreement
with the measurements. The mean deviation is only 0.2 %. Fig. 4
and Fig. 5 give the resonanee frequeneies of the TI-mode versus
ß, measured with models having a eonstant slot angle of SB = 490
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and the twö slot widths cf SW = 82 rum ahd SW =40 IDm, respeeti
velyo These figures were taken at three different cell lengths
L15 L2 and L3 . Parameter is the drift tube length which i8

varied from 1=0 to 1=117.2 rnm. Each measured frequency f n
corresponds to one value of ß = 2Lfn/c. The three straight lines
include all points with constant cell length.

The frequency of the n-mode (allother modes are treated in the
same way) is strongly decreased by increasing the drift tube
length, because the drift tubes represent a considerable
perturbation with respect to an unloaded cavity. Fig. 8 shows
then;;;'mode TrequehCies versus slot width at a constant sl.ot angle
of SB :=; 490 for a certain number of investigated drift tubes and
all lengths. Fig. 9 continues Fig. 8 down to lower frequ~ncies.

The minima of the n-mode frequencies point out the maxima of the
coupling coefficient K.

The measured Q-values of the rr-mode are shown in Fig. 10, which
gives a comparison between the two slot widths at the same slot
angle versus ß. The points clustering in three regions of the
diagram correspond to the measurements at the three cell lengths,
each with a set of different drift tubes. As expected the Q-values
of the O-mode are higher than those of the rr-mode by an average
factor of about 1.62 • Due to the maximum current flowing on the
disks of each cell, the n-mode is the mode with the lowest Q-value.
Fig. 10 shows, that for ß greater than about 0.6 the Q-value of a
structure with a slot width of SW = 82 mm becomes significantly
higher than for SW = 40 mm •
This effect can be understood by an investigation of the coupling
through the slots from cell to cello The coupling coefficient K
describes the strength of coupling and depends more or less
sensitivelyon the geometrical variations of the cell, since
the energies participating in the coupling are influenced. From
the measurements of the resonance frequencies of the modes,
K is calculated (Eq. 8) and plotted in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 for
SW = 82 mm and SW = 40 IDm, for a constant slot angle of SB = 490

•

Both figures show the decrease of K with increasing ß, i.e.
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increasing cell length at constant f~cquency. This can be seen
obviously in Fig. 13 • Comparing these effects with Fig. 10 we
conclude, that intensive coupling Im-Jers the Q-value. The resul ts
of these measurements shown in Fig. 14 prove this assumption. In
other words, if the coupling is increased Q becomes lower. For all
values of ß greater than 0.6 case of SW = 40 mm (Fig. 12) the

coefficient K is remarkable higher than for SW = 82 mm (Fig. 11) •

Strong coupling is generally achieved by enlarging the slot in
the region of strong magnetic fields. This causes a considerable
lengthening of the current paths on the disk, so that more
dissipation occurs. In Fig. 15 this effect is shown~ The slot angle
has been increased in several steps at a constant slotwidth of
SW = 40 mm. The coupling coefficient becomes nearly 40 %at a
slot angle of SB = 730

, in comparison to 10 %at a slot angle
of SB = 490

• The more the effective azimuthally length of the
slot reaches the value of half a wavelength, pure resonant
coupling will be approached. Then theoretically K tends to
infinity. Additional effects concerning K oeeur by the influence
of drift tubes and slotwidth. The clear minima of n-mode frequency
at SW = 40 mm in Fig. 8 point out the maxima of K, whieh can be
seen in Fig. 16. In order to check the limiting ease without slots
(SW = 0), only disk with a ce~ter hole of the same diameter of
the beam aperture in the drift tubes (17.5 mm 0) were investigated.
By this way the structure was changed into a normal iris structure
with a very low coupling coefficient of K = - 0 • 16 % •
Measurements with a center bore hole of 40 mm diameter gave a
value of K = - 0.31 % .
These results demonstrate the following:
The coefficient K may be defined by the fraetion of the energy
participating in the coupling (i.o. eoupling energy vIK) , to the
total stored energy within the eell (i.e. WS).

(9)

On the other hand the coupling energy WK can be described by the
square of the deflected eurrent flowing around the slot multiplied
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by the effective impedance Zs of the slot.

(10)

The characteristic impedance can be determined experimentally
in a electrolytic tank. Current and effective impedance are

dependent on slot dimensions and geometrical parameters, which
describe where the slot is located on the disko If the slot angle
is increased more current is deflected by the slot and Jbecomes
high. The reduction of coupling with increasing ß, i.e. longer
cell length (Fig. 13), is due to the increase of total stored

- energy-, wlille the coupling energy remains constant, because
no other parameters were varied (Fig. 11 and 12)~ Considering a
cavity without drift tubes (1 = 0), maximum coupling occurs at
the slot width Sw = 40 mm, because only the magnetic field
energy contributes to the coupling energy. On the other hand the
coupling is less at a slot width of SW = 82 mm, since the elec
tric field energy participates in the coupling energy. The
influence of the electric fi~ld in the coupling region is
opposite to the magnetic field and produces a raise of re-mode
frequency, thus the coupling will be reduced. Drift tubes cause
a concentration of the axial electric field in the middle of
the cell, but on1y a slight displacement of the magnetic field

towards the middle of the cello Thus with drift tubes the
electric field is removed from the slots and becomes less

effective in nogative coupling. The influence of drift tubes on
pure magnetic coupling, for instance in the case of slot width
Sw=40mm (see Fig. 13), is not large, since the magnetic field
is ill11Chl less perturbed in this way. From this dependence of the
coupling coefficient and from the connection between K and Q
some statements may be made concerning the effective shunt impe
dance. It will be expected that structures with strong coupling

have 10l"ler shunt impedances, because· Zeff is directly proportio
nal to the Q-value. The results of measurements are summarized
in the following figures.
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Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 show the values of Zeff versus ß (as deduced
from the bead measurements of Zeff/Q and the measurements of Q)
for different cell lengths and a slot width of SW = 82 mm and

SW = 40 mm, respectively. Zeff/Q and Q are scaled to 760 Mc. The
values of ß are calculated from the cell length and the directly

measureQl. frequency of the n-mode belonging to a special geometry
of the cells, as described in section 3d. The dotted lines connect
those figures measured at the same cell length. At high ß the
effective shunt impedance in the case of SW = 82 mm is better than
for SW = 40 mID, due to the good Q-values (i.e. low coupling). The
shunt impedance increases with ß, since.the couP:ling drops with ß.

This is given in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20, where Zeff is plotted versus
K. The final results of shunt impedance with respect to the drift
tube length are given respectively. Lines of constant ß, extending
from ß = 0.35 to ß = 0.9 are depicted from Fig. 17 and 18. Along
these curves'of constant ß each point corresponds to a different
cell length and therefore to a different frequency. But we need
lines of constant frequency, which we may obtain from the frequen

cy plotted versus ß (Fig. 4 and 5), by drawing lines at constant
frequencies and interpolating the associated drift tube length 1).
Then the lines with constant frequency are fixed by the cross
points of lines with constant ß and the interpolated value of 1.

At ß smaller than about 0.7 a maximum of the effective shunt
impedance occurs at drift tube lengths between 1 = 60 mm and
1 = 75 mm. A similar maximum at higher values of ß could not be
measured, since only drift v~bes up to a length of 1 = 96.2 mm
had been investigated. Some uncertainties may possibly exist in
this region, but probably such maxima will occur. At nearly all
figures of ß the curves of constant frequency run trough those
maxima. From these curves we conclude that for both slot widths
the investigated model, which had a diameter of 288 mm, ougth
to be excited with a frequency of about 650 Me, if one desires
to operate at maximum shunt impedance for all values of ß.

The optimal slotted,1lris structuEe
Finally the optimal geometrical dimensions with the frequency of
760 Mc are obtained by linear scaling of all geometrical parameters
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with a &atl~6r of 650/760. ~hen the eurves cf eonstant frequeney
beeome also eurves of cbnstant tank diameter. Thus the measurements
lead to the following opt~al struetures for a eonstant slot angle
of SB = 490

, whieh are listed in table 11, for an operating fre
queney in n-mode of 760 Me. The results are plotted in Fig. 23 •
The strueture with a slot width of 82 mm is to be prefered.

..
,

SW ::: 82 mm Sir! ::: 40 mm
..

B I [mmJ 1 [mm] z rll] I [mm] Zeff~Jeff m
.. -C.

0.35 69-,1 51 ,3 17,2 36,3 15,6
0.50 98,8 53,9 17,5 52,2 17,2
0.55 108,6 55,2 17,7 -- --

0.60 118,4 56,9 18,1 57,3 18,1
0.65 128,3 59,0 18,8 60,7 18,8
0.70 138,2 62,0 19,8 64,1 19,7

0.75 148,1 65,0 21,5 66,7 21,3
0.80 157,9 67,1 23,5 68,4 23,0
0.85 167,8 69,7 26,7 -- --

0.90~ 177,6 71,8 ! 30,3 69,7 24,6
! ! -

tank diameter: 246,3 mm
drift tube diameter: 55,6 mm

beam aperture: 15,0 mm

Table 11

Measurements with drift tubes with the same outer diameter of
d ::: 65 mm but a larger beam hole of 30 mm in diameter yield
lower values of shunt impedance, as expected.
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111. Investigations of Different Geometries of Coupling slots

In the following investigations will particularly be reported
about the influence of slot angle and slot width on frequency,
coupling coefficient K and Zeff • All these measu~ements were
performed with but one cell length of L = 98.8 illill.

The resonance frequency of~he n-mode rapidly decreases linearly
by increasing the slot angle at constant slot width of SW = 40 mm.
Both effects, increasing the slot angle and reducing the drift
tub@ length give a practicable method of tuning the cells to the
same frequency. The coupling coefficient is steeply raisedup
to 37 %at a slot angle of SB = 730 (Fig. 15). This points out
that resonant coupling is nearly reached,because an effective
azimuthally length of the slot is onlarged nearlyto the order
of half a wavelength. For all three cell lengths the coupling
coefficient shows the same dependency on the slot angle, but in
comparison to L1 it is about 2.25 %lower at L2 and 3.75 %lower
at L3. Structures with strong coupling of this kind seem to be
not interesting, since they will give no optimal shunt impedances.
Only when resonant coupling is obtained such structures will
operate more successful.

Table I gave a summary of the investigated geometries of the
slots. So far we discussed only the measurements performed with
cells, where the slot width was fixed by the constant outer radius

r 2 = 115 mm •

In the following the two most interesting slots (SW = 40 mm and
SW = 82 mm) had been onlarged in slot width up to r 2 = 141 mm
near to the outer radius of the cell which is R = 144 IDm. The
slot angle SB = 490

) and the inner radius of the slot was kept
constant at r 1 = 75 IDm and r 1 = 33 mm, respectively. Thus
resulting to a slot width of SW = 66 mm and SW = 108 IDm,

respectively. Measurements were done with a cell length of 98.8
mm for all drift tube lengths. The results are shown in Fig. 24
for shunt impedance and in Fig. 25 for coupling coefficient. The
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data of SW = 40 mm and SW = 82 mm have also been plotted, in
order to give better comparison. Ta each point belongs a
different frequency. The stronger coupling is due to the enlarge
ment of the slot towards a region where the magnetic field
dominantly contributes to the coupling energy. A small decrease
of the ,shunt impedance occurs, as expected. In the case of

SW = 82 mm and SW = 108 mm the drift tubes prevent the electric
field to participate in coupling, thus K becomes larger with longer
drift tubes. On the other hand, if maximum coupling has already
been achieved at i = 0 (see Fig. 16) the drift tubes produce
a slight sh:ift of themagnetic field into the middle of the cell,
away from the coupling slot.

For all slot geometries investigated so far, the vertex of the
slot angle was fixed at the axis of the cell (i.e. the center
of the beam hole). Considering that coupling is constitively
influenced by the amount of the deflection of the current paths,
slots as shown at the top of Fig. 26 seemed to be practicable. In
contrast to SW = 82 mm the current paths are now straight radial
lines and no deflection does occur at the transition of current
from the drift tube to the diäk. Thus the vertex of the slot angle
is transposed to the outer diameter of the drift tube. We investi
gated two different geometries, both with a slot width of SW = 82mm
(r2 = 115 mm) and slot angles of SB = 650 and SB = 860

, respectively.
The latter case is comparable with a structure where the drift
tubes are supported by four nearly parallel bars. In addition
to that we made an experiment with a configuration where the disk
had been rotated from cell to cell by an angle of 450

, resulting
in a special kind of cross-bar structure. The experiment results
are shown in Fig. 26 and Fig. 27, all measured with a cel1 length,
of L = 98.8 mm. The coupling coefficient at a slot width of
SW = 82 mm is linearly depending on the drift tube length.
Incomparison to other slot shapes no improvement in shunt impedance
can be observed.

Another experiment was performed with elliptical slots. The long
axis of the ellipse with a length of 108 mm was in radial direction,



the length cf the short axis was 40 IDIDo This attempt was not
successful because the coupling between cells was too weako

Considering, that coupling is mainly given by the dimension of the
slot angle (See Fig. 15), those slots are not effectiveo

IV. Measurement of Field Distribution of the n-mode in the Slotted

Iris Structure

These measurements were executed according to Slaterls method 6 ).

The electric field was measured with a pure dielectric bead
(BaTi0 3), and the sum of electric andmagnetic field by a metallic
bead (brass). The cell length was 98,8 mm and the drift tube
length ~ = 51 IDID. The measuring equipment was the same as shown
in Figo 2 •

After calibrating the two beads, the electric field distribution
may be evaluated qualitatively by using Slater1s formula

(11 )

with V = volume of the bead

w =
(0=

Zo =
f o =

stored energy in the cell
-12 /8.8594·10 Asec Vm

377 = impedance of vacuum
unperturbed resonance frequency of the ~-mode

From the measurement with the dielectric bead follows

with

E2
= -4f- .. .!t. .wf "3 V'€o

f 1 = frequency shift produced by the dielectric bead.

(12)

In order to get a qualitative statement of the field distribution,

the term 4W/3Veeo may be set to unity, since the stored energy
is not ~nown exactlyo The measurements with the metallic bead
produce the frequency shift f 2 , then the magnetic field is
given by
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We measured the radial distribution of the fields at the two

distinguished azimuthal positions, first over the slots and then
over the remaining metallic sections of the disks. Seven measure
ments with both beads were performed at different positions within
one cello From these measurements we calculated the strength of
the magnetic field near the outer radius along the length of the

cell in order to find the position, where the coupling loop has to
be located. The ~esult is given in Fig. 30 and shows the magnetic
field, which is seen by a coupling loop diving 15 rum into the cell
when moving the löop parallel to the outer lining from one disk to
t~e next. The IbQpa:rea isperpendicular totheazimuthal component
of the magnetic field. It cau easily be seen, that the mag;netic
field between the slots (iJe. in front of the stems) i8 about twenty
times higher than in the slot region. Thus, doupling power into
the structure is most officient if the loop is located between two
slots and somewhat outward the middle of the gap. In this position
matching with the ri'- generator will easily be achieved.
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